
CPR is a very unique product with exceptional cleaning power that penetrates, breaks up and emulsifies the oily film that binds 
dirt particles to carpet fibers.  

With only three minutes dwell time, . CPR will impart Acid-Dye stain resistance to both nylon and wool fiber

How does it do that?

CPR contains a clear dye that quickly penetrates/fills the dye sites of the fibers preventing other acid dyes from adhering.   This 
clear dye will not be removed when you clean whether you are using a low moisture or a hot water extraction cleaning method.   
Over time, stain resist carpet loses stain resistance from wear and cleaning.  CPR refreshes and rejuvenates that lost stain 
resistance.  If nylon or wool never had stain resistance to begin with, it simply imparts it to them.  You should charge a Premium 
Price for cleaning with CPR!  After all, the customer is getting a lot more than just a simple cleaning.

It’s amplified formula also attacks and eliminates sticky residue left from soda spills and previously applied cleaning products.  As it 
drys it expands and shatters into tiny crystals containing the encapsulated dirt.  These crystals become the vehicles for soil removal 
during routine post-vacuuming and will appear in the vacuum bag in a silty/powdery form.
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Description

 Test for color fastness before applying any cleaning product to carpet or 
upholstery.  Mix product according to directions and dilution chart.

 Pre-vacuum or pile lift carpet to remove dry particulate soil. Can be applied with 
any normal method of applying pre-spray such as a pump-up sprayer or a gravity 
fed system such as used with a Cimex & some rotary machines.

 Depending on the application method and degree of soiling, apply at 200 - 400  SF
per gallon.

 Agitate the solution into the carpet pile with a high agitation machine such as an Oscillating Pad, Rotary Bonnet, 
Cimex, or Counter-Rotating brush type machine.

 No rinsing required.

Soil Removal Methods:
 Encapsulation only method:  Remove encapsulated soil, by vacuuming thoroughly when carpet is dry or have your 

client vacuum at the next scheduled vacuuming interval.
 Combination method... Also called PadCapping or BonnetCapping: To remove the majority of the soil, simply 

clean as usual using a bonnet or oscillating pad machine.  When the carpet has dried it can then be vacuumed to 
remove any remaining encapsulated soil.

 Hot Water Extraction:  Apply, agitate then rinse with any extraction machine as normal....If all product and dirt isn’t 
completely extracted, it will dry brittle and will be vacuumed away during routine vacuuming by the client.

See product label and  for additional information and instructions.MSDS

Benefits
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0=Minimal
1=Slight
2=Moderate
3=Serious
4=Severe

 Justifies a higher price for cleaning and makes you more money.
 Slices through grease, dirt & grime that competitive products leave behind!
 ZERO sticky or dirt-attracting residue
 Refreshes and rejuvenates lost stain resistance from wear and cleaning.
 Imparts Acid Dye stain resistance to both nylon and wool firber.
 Penetrates and emulsifies the sticky film that binds dirt to carpet and upholstery fibers.
 Very pleasant scent.
 Dries brittle so that it can be quickly and easily vacuumed away.
 Stain resist safe (pH approx 8 at 1:21 dilution).
 Freeze-Thaw stable.

products that make  a heroYOU
in your customers eyes! ® Cleans-Protects-Restores

Dilution Chart

Average Soiling      6 oz 1 gal
Heavy Soiling            8 -10 oz
Super Spotter            16 oz
Anti-Wicking Agent   32 oz

Application Product Water

1 gal
1 gal
1 gal

The Revolutionary Encap that Cleans and Protects in one EASY step


